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Abstract. The evaluation of the performance of interactive multimedia
retrieval systems is a methodologically non-trivial endeavour and requires
specialized infrastructure. Current evaluation campaigns have so far relied on a local setting, where all retrieval systems needed to be evaluated
at the same physical location at the same time. This constraint does not
only complicate the organization and coordination but also limits the
number of systems which can reasonably be evaluated within a set time
frame. Travel restrictions might further limit the possibility for such evaluations. To address these problems, evaluations need to be conducted in
a (geographically) distributed setting, which was so far not possible due
to the lack of supporting infrastructure. In this paper, we present the
Distributed Retrieval Evaluation Server (DRES), an open-source evaluation system to facilitate evaluation campaigns for interactive multimedia
retrieval systems in both traditional on-site as well as fully distributed
settings which has already proven effective in a competitive evaluation.
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Introduction

Due to the continuous growth of multimedia collections in terms of their size and
diversity, multimedia retrieval has evolved to a major discipline in the general
field of “Big Data” research. Tools and techniques to efficiently store, manage,
and search such data corpora have become more important, and a lot of research
effort went into exploring techniques to extract features from media data, to
store and manage large quantities of such data, and to efficiently index it so as
to facilitate fast access even for collections beyond billions of entries [3,4,8].
Despite all these efforts, however, it has been shown repeatedly [7,9] that the
task of finding a particular item in a large enough collection still is an interactive
task that requires cooperation between a human actor and a system. This results
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in the more general setting of interactive retrieval, in which users leverage endto-end retrieval systems to explore media collections and to satisfy a particular
information need, by refining queries and browsing through result sets.
Evaluating the performance of such systems is a far more difficult and complex undertaking than evaluating the algorithms used by them. Firstly, the human operator plays an important role in the overall combined human-system
performance since the translation of an information need into a query is an
inherently manual problem. Secondly, the task itself is more complex as its solution requires a sequence of steps involving a combination of techniques. One way
of handling this complexity is by conducting evaluation campaigns such as the
Video Browser Showdown (VBS) [12] for videos or the Lifelog Search Challenge
(LSC) [5] for multimodal lifelog data. In both campaigns, teams from around
the world gather once per year to compare their retrieval systems in a series of
tasks. Each task formulates a particular information need, e.g., by depicting an
example or by describing the desired object. The teams then have a predefined
amount of time to find the item in question and to submit it to the evaluation server. Finding the correct item quickly is rewarded with a higher score,
whereas wrong submissions or taking a lot of time are penalized. This setting
incentivizes participants to continuously refine their systems in all aspects. It can
be attributed to the success of such campaigns, that the evaluation setting has
changed and adapted over the years. As systems become better, tasks need to
become more challenging. With the increasingly complex techniques employed in
systems, it is also no longer sufficient to simply rank these by their performance
during an evaluation. Instead, one has to collect sufficient data so as to be able
to explain why any one system performed better than another for a certain type
of task, which requires specialized logging infrastructure.
The contribution of this paper is a demo of the Distributed Retrieval Evaluation Server (DRES) 3 – a modular and extendable open source system that
generalizes not only the aforementioned, interactive evaluation setting conceptually but also enables a user to setup and hold various retrieval evaluations.
DRES comes with a standardized API for logging, which can be used to collect
metrics regarding the performance of individual systems. Since evaluating interactive retrieval systems in an on-site setting may not always be feasible, DRES
is explicitly designed to support such evaluations in a distributed setting, where
participants can reside in different locations. DRES has already been successfully
used in multiple distributed retrieval evaluations outside of the larger international campaigns and is scheduled to replace the previously used VBS Server 4
from LSC 2020 and VBS 2021 onward. Its flexible architecture also enables its
use in other retrieval evaluation campaigns.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: Section 2 briefly surveys
related work. Section 3 introduces some of the concepts, gives a system overview
and motivates some of the design decisions behind DRES. Finally, Section 4
provides some conclusion and outlook on future work.
3
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https://dres.dev/
https://github.com/klschoef/vbsserver/
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Related Work

Evaluating multimedia retrieval solutions in a competitive, challenge-focused
setting has been an established practice for many years. The first such evaluation campaigns — such as the TREC Video Track [13] which later turned into
TRECVID [1] or ImageCLEF [2], both established in 2001 and 2003 respectively
— were set up as non-interactive evaluations. More evaluation campaigns in the
multimedia domain have been started over the years – many of them in the
context of the MediaEval benchmarking initiative, which has been active since
2008. However, none of these challenges have so far been evaluated interactively.
An early example for an interactive retrieval evaluation campaign was VideOlympics [14] from 2008, which had tasks similar to TRECVID’s Ad-Hoc Video
Search but took place live in front of an audience. The Video Browser Showdown (VBS) [12] campaign was started in 2012 [11] and has since been held
annually in conjunction with the International Conference on MultiMedia Modelling, making it the longest running interactive multimedia retrieval campaign
to date, relying on an ever increasing video collection [10]. The tasks evaluated
during VBS have undergone some changes over the years. As of 2020, there were
three types of tasks: (1) a Visual Known-Item Search (Visual KIS) task, where
participants have to find an unique video segment of roughly 20 seconds in length
from within a pre-defined dataset, (2) a Textual Known-Item Search (Textual
KIS) task where an unique video segment must be found based on a precise
textual description, and (3) an Ad-Hoc Video Search (AVS) task, where participants are required to find as many video segments as possible that match a
rough textual description. This last task type is similar to the challenge posed by
VideOlympics, but employs human judges rather than a pre-determined ground
truth, since increasing dataset sizes made exhaustive pre-labelling of the data
impractical. All task types are solved by experts, which are usually the developers of the retrieval systems. Visual KIS and AVS tasks are additionally solved by
novices who are selected from the conference audience and have no prior experience with any particular system, in order to assess the usability of the retrieval
systems for non-specialists.
Inspired by the VBS, the Lifelog Search Challenge (LSC) started in 2018 [6]
as a workshop at the ACM International Conference on Multimedia Retrieval,
where it is since held annually [5]. The challenge is similar to the Textual KIS
task, but uses lifelog data consisting of image sequences as a retrieval target,
which were captured by a wearable camera and annotated with various metainformation.
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DRES: System Overview

The following describes the inner workings of the system, its architecture and
interaction models as well as certain considerations made during its design in
order to support present and future requirements.
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Capabilities

DRES is designed to meet the requirements posed by interactive retrieval campaigns both presently and in the foreseeable future and to be easily extendable
should new requirements arise. An evaluation in DRES consists of multiple retrieval tasks. Each task is based on a defined media collection, which can contain
any type of media such as images, videos or audio. In order to support a wide
range of evaluation settings, retrieval tasks can be configured by an evaluation
coordinator to meet any given need. Such tasks are composed of a set of hints
and a set of targets. The target can either be predefined as one or many media
objects, a temporal range within a media object, or not specified at all. In the
latter case, submissions are forwarded to a judgement mechanism, to have the
correctness of a submitted result determined by an external (human) judgement.
The hints are presented to the participants during a task and they can consist of
text, images, or videos as well as any combination thereof. Hints can be arranged
on a timeline such that the displayed information changes over time.
The flexible data model of DRES enables evaluation coordinators to build
tasks of various types, such as the aforementioned Textual KIS type. Such a
task’s hints are textual and typically, they come with three hints each starting
0, 60 and 120 seconds into the task, where each hint is replaced by the next one
and the last hint remains active until the end of the task. The target of such a
task is then simply a temporal range within a video item.
Further configurations enable evaluation coordinators to specify if a submission preview is to be shown while the task is still running or if a submission
needs to specify a temporal range in addition to a media item. The modular
and flexible design would enable evaluation coordinators to expand upon the
currently known Textual KIS task by, e.g. adding a doodle of the description
for the second half of the task duration as a visual aid. A user management
component keeps track of all participants of an evaluation and ensures that all
submitted solutions to a task are attributed to the correct team and member.
A dedicated component collects interaction- as well as result-logs submitted by
the participating systems [9] which can be used to gain additional insights into
the system behaviours and search strategies.
3.2

Architecture

Architecturally, DRES can be divided into two primary components: a backend and a front-end. The back-end manages the evaluation configurations and
the individual evaluations, i.e., instances of a specific configuration, as well as
the required multimedia collections and user data. It communicates with the
users through an interactive shell as well as a RESTful API, which adheres to
the OpenAPI standard. The RESTful API is primarily used by the front-end,
however, there is a public API that can be used to submit results and report
system metrics such as user/system interactions and excerpts of query results.
The front-end runs in a web-browser in order to minimize software requirements on the user’s side. The primary purpose of the front-end is to present the
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tasks to the participants during an active evaluation and to let the organizers
manage the sequence of tasks. It also provides functionality for evaluation and
task configuration as well as the management of users and media collections.
The back-end is primarily structured around a component called RunExecutor, which coordinates an arbitrary number of RunManager s that in turn are
responsible for an individual evaluation. Each RunManager is initialized with
an evaluation configuration that specifies the tasks of the evaluation and information about the participants trying to solve them. This configuration serves as
a sort of template for the individual instances (i.e., a run) of an actual evaluation, which are then managed by a RunManager. The system currently supports
synchronous runs, meaning all participants get the same task at the same time.
Asynchronous runs where participants solve the same tasks but not necessarily
all at the same time are planned for future expansions.
3.3

Demonstration

During the demonstration, visitors will not only be able to see the participant
facing side of the system, which they might already have seen during an evaluation such as VBS or LSC, but be able to experience the entire workflow from
setup of an evaluation, configuration of tasks and running of the campaign itself.
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Conclusion and Outlook

In this paper, we introduced DRES, the Distributed Retrieval Evaluation Server,
an open-source system that can be used to setup and host evaluation sessions for
interactive multimedia retrieval solutions for both on-site as well as distributed
settings. Its flexible data model and modular architecture enables it to support
all types of evaluation tasks currently in use by established evaluation campaigns
such as VBS and LSC as well as further constellations, which might become relevant in the future. The support for distributed evaluation settings opens up new
avenues to advance the state of interactive multimedia retrieval by eliminating the spatial restrictions as well as reducing the organizational and financial
overhead of holding an evaluation in one common location. First experiences
gathered with distributed evaluations are promising and we expect that such
settings will become a powerful augmentation to the established, localized ones.
Currently, DRES supports synchronous evaluations, where all participants solve
the same task at the same time. In future versions, we aim to also support asynchronous evaluations, where participants can solve the same tasks independently
of one other hence offering spatial as well as temporal distribution. This would
further reduce the burden placed on participants, especially in larger distributed
settings, which might stretch across multiple time zones.
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